Personal Cloud as a business opportunity

Customer relationship in the digital age

A PERSONAL CLOUD PLATFORM TO CONNECT YOUR DATA
SNAPSHOT
Cozy in a nutshell
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STRATEGIC PARTNERS

INCUBATED AT
The GAFAs are really threatening all economic sectors, they are intermediating all customer relationships.

And this is how Facebook has just filed a property right on financial credit scoring to become a better banker than the banks themselves...
We are now all aware of the potential for digital disruption and transformation…. All economic actors are now preoccupied with being uberized
« Uberize or being uberized » requires a response beyond adaptation. You need the ambition to disrupt the disruptors.

The silos war has been lost. **Use this fact at your advantage and jump forward the next step.** You will have to tap radical innovations to change things.
The GAFAs’ strength is not only that they have massive databases, or big CRMs. What matters is their access to transversal data that allow them to have a digital intimacy never seen before. The GAFAs know better the customers of the companies of the pre-digital era than those companies themselves.

But the GAFAs protect with jealousy their data, they are silos or Walled Gardens that prevent horizontal services. Google and Facebook are not ready to collaborate to provide you with transversal and integrated services… Neither are 2 banks…

The end game is therefore to find a more legitimate entity to gather even more data on an individual…
… This entity is the individual itself.

… The individual is the only one that can break the silos …

As the source and owner of all data: The individual is the only one that can intermediate the GAFAs.
A demo is worth a thousand words ...
If you want another demo, I’m of course available
Your personal cloud becomes the center of gravity of your digital life
You need to have seen the demo to really understand 😊
COZY AS A BUSINESS
THE FINDING FROM FACEBOOK MESSENGER

« People really appreciate the fact that they can interact with a company in a conversation on Messenger, without having to remember their password or to search in another app to find the information that they seek. »

David Marcus – VP Facebook Messenger – 1st of July 2016

This quote demonstrates that the GAFAs are willing to tap the digital intimacy they have with their users to become the necessary intermediaries in customer relationship
Cozy allows to go further than the GAFAs by allowing a client relationship based on total intimacy and no intrusiveness, for a frictionless experience, more personalized than ever.
1/ The customer account in the customer’s personal cloud: for example to anticipate a problem with payments on your bank account (postponing a recurring payment when balance is 0 on your bank account) or using data from IoT, agenda, contact book, geolocalisation...

2/ A new freemium product: the customer account offers to the user a Cozy instance that is free but limited. The user can unlock it with a premium offer worth only a few euros per month.

The market survey "World Personal Cloud Market - Opportunities and Forecasts" of the Allied Market Research, from sep 2015, predicts an annual growth of 33% in the next 5 years on the private/personal cloud market (https://www.alliedmarketresearch.com/personal-cloud-market)

3/ An ecosystem: if Sony, Samsung or Motorola gathered behind Android, it was to make sure NOT to divide the applicative ecosystem and reach « critical relevancy » for their users, contrary to Nokia, Blackberry or Microsoft

In the personal data realm, the situation is similar: either doing things on your side, or joining a platform like Cozy to benefit from the completeness and transversality of an ecosystem of complementary services

4/ The portability of data, constraint or opportunity: the GDPR (General Data Protection Regulation) makes compulsory the portability of personal data in 2018 in all EU. Cozy allows its partners to not only conform themselves to the law, but also to use those regulations to create services with data impossible to gather today.
BUSINESS MODEL

- **B2B2C**: It is Cozy who commercializes

- **For the user:**
  - A freemium model (free then paid service from a threshold)
  - Public target price for premium offer: 5€/month

- **For our Business partners:**
  - First year:
    - Setup costs (covering freemium instances for 1st year of run)
    - + customization costs
  - Then:
    - Revenue sharing for premium instances (target 2€/user/month)
    - Maintenance: % of setup and customization costs.
Comparison with the digital safe

The e-safe: the wrong answer to a real problem
- Statistical, limited services
- Targeting only the admin processes
- Very strict norms
- Document management: files, not data
- Current solutions are not convincing and GAFAs will do better and more « sexy » (for example the bill payment service from Google: Pony Express)

The personal cloud: digital center of gravity of the user
- Service-oriented rather than storage-oriented
- Open uses (market place for apps)
- For the digital every-day use rather than admin tasks
- Can combine the best of 2 worlds by using a digital safe as a backend

« The digital safe is dead, here comes the personal cloud ! »

[Optional slide to highlight the difference between the digital safe universe and Cozy, which can be seen as re-inventing this service]
Let’s take a step back...
1977

Ken Olsen, DEC’s founder (Digital Equipment Corporation)

“There is no reason anyone would want a computer in their home”
The same year, Steve Jobs and Wozniak were doing the opposite bet, that seemed foolish at that time.
Today, everything is gathered to make this paradigm shift happening.

What justified in 2000 centralization and mutualization – infrastructure cost and need of rare competencies to manage the servers – disappeared; the hardware cost nothing and the software power allow to abstract complexity and scale.

It is not an cloud inversion, it is a return to the natural order.

We will democratize the server, and make it the new the new mainstream device.

For the same reasons nobody had a smartphone 8 years ago, we foresee that everybody will have a personal cloud in 8 years.
REASONS
Timing is great:

1/ Data explosion: winners will be those who simplify usages around an ever more complicated data.

2/ An early adopters audience is waiting for this solution: Tristan Nitot does not resign from Mozilla’s mother ship he founded and managed during 12 years by accident...

3/ On the technical side: if we had started this project 3 years earlier we would have never been able to make the same technical decisions (Node.js, single page app, REST, CouchDB/NoSQL...)

4/ The digital revolution also made losers: we signed in 3 months a 200k€ contract with EDF, this is the evidence of the opportunity we are for them.
...and we’re not the only ones to believe it.
App downloaded is the number the most correlated with the development of Cozy’s audience.
Our technology is one of our most important asset. It influences the field of possibilities.
This is the premium architecture to host important clusters of Cozy instances.
We plan to allow every Cozy app to be automatically installed and configured on every devices (mobile and desktop) of the user.

A Cozy app is instantly available on the user device as a native app running offline and the configuration is automatically synchronized between all platforms...
Transparency and governance:
• Open source: no black box effect, the code can be audited.
• App auditing: all external communication are logged: if an application sends data outside the Cozy, despite its engagement to keep the data locally, it will be discovered.
• Alerts: once the malicious behavior detected (data sent outside the user server), all the user are informed via the marketplace.
⇒ Cozy creates a virtuous circle for the developer by making the application behavior transparent.

Other elements of safety and trust:
• A partitioned architecture with auto updates to contain the impact of a safety breach.
• The decentralization of data sanction the business model of an attack (by increasing its costs and lowering the value, your personal data are not worth more than a hundred euros (a CB number only costs 15$ on the black market).
• A virtuous business model: « you will stay because you can leave » this is why « we can’t be evil »
CONCLUSION

Cozy:

1. An aggregator of aggregators
2. Focused on usages, services, stockage
3. Join a deep decentralization movement (cf Blockchain)
4. Gives services an absolute and non intrusive digital intimacy
5. An ecosystem rather than isolated services.

=> Together, lets Uberize GAFAs!
Q & A

• P2P Big Data?
• Architecture?
• Mobile?
• Security, trust issues?
• Business model?
• Beyond geeks?
• What can we do together?
• Open source? …
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